EF-31S/EC-31S/ET-31S/EZ-31S Sm art L o c k Us er M an u al
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Direction change of lock body
6860C lock body:
1. latch bolt direction change: Loosen the screw,press latch bolt, slide spacing shim(as base plate mark 1 indicates)
release latch bolt, it can rotate towards any direction, align with latch bolt hole and press in. lastly, push back spacin.
2.Direction change of the mark 3 as left chart, put screw on where mark 3 points inside door, fasten it.
3.Cam wheel direction change: as mark 4 indicates, the one marked with “.” to be installed at one side
of outside door where Mark 3 indicates

6860Y lock body:
1.press latch bolt, slide spacing shim(as base plate mark 1 indicates) release latch bolt, it can rotate towards
any direction, align with latch bolt hole and press in. lastly, push back spacin
2.Direction change of the mark 3 as left chart, put screw on where mark 3 points inside door, fasten it.

6860C lock body

3.Cam wheel direction change: as mark 4 indicates, the one marked with “.” to be installed at one side
of outside door where Mark 3 indicates

6860Y lock body

Open Direction Identification
Right open from inside

Right open from outside
Lock body diagram
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cam wheel

cam wheel
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Door Lock Installation Steps
1. Marking
Line out center line of handele and center line
of door thickness at a proper height,press paper
tool against the door and keep center line of
handle,center line of door thickness,door edge
line on paper marking tool aligned with its corres
ponding lines on the door ,draw out hole and
slot lines.

Square spacer(*2)

Plate screw(*2)

Positioning cab

Inner plate need the positioning cab and square spindle

door thickness
longer than 70mm

to keep concentric, then use plate fixing screws to fix the
Plate screw(*2)
Countersunk head rotation
self tapping screw(*2)

under layer, press handle to check if any jam, after that,
fasten the self tapping screws.

PS:

cotter
Bottom screw(*2)

1. Take out the positioning cab before installation
2.Screw the plate screws first, then the bottom screw.

10. Setup

EF - 31S / EC- 31S / ET - 31S / EZ - 31S

尺寸 175x320 mm

